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Understanding
Tablets – Part 2
Last week I started discussing a few basics about Tablets,
so this week I will kick off by
talking about the main start
screen of an Android tablet
called the Launcher.
The Launcher consists of two
parts, the home screen or desktop, and the app tray or app
drawer. The home screen area is
user customisable and features
shortcuts and widgets that have
been placed there by the user. The
app tray on the other hand,
holds all the apps on the device,
and no widgets. The idea is to use
the home screen as a quick access
area, while the app tray has a
complete list of apps. In a way
it’s like the desktop and the Start
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menu on a Windows computer.

The difference
between a Widget and
an App
To put it simply, a widget is
a small application running on
your screen, such as weather,
sticky notes, dropbox, etc. It is
always running. An app or application, which is not a widget,
requires you to click on the application’s icon to open and run
it. You can then close it when
you’ve finished using it.
When you look at a traditional home screen, you’ll see
three separate areas: the dock,
the status bar, and the main
content area.
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In the screenshot (left) I’ve
depicted these three areas on the
home screen of a Samsung Galaxy Tab Tablet. The status bar
in the top right hand corner is
part of the ROM (The Tablets
Read Only Memory) and
theme, and not the launcher – as
such, you can’t edit this area
using launcher settings. The
main content area is where you’ll

normally place your widgets and
icons. The dock, which is a part
of the launcher stays the same
across multiple pages of the
home screen. It is commonly
used for apps to allow access
from every page of the home
screen.

The App Tray
The app tray is separate
from the home screen, and of-

ten has its own set of settings.
These settings will be similar
to what you have for the home
screen itself, including icon
grids, icon sizes, wallpaper,
and transition effects that are
specific to the app tray. Some
people prefer to access apps
from the app tray, while others rarely use it.
The app tray is really very

similar to the home screen as far
as settings go, but there are a
couple of things you need to be
aware of. First of all, deleting a
shortcut from the home screen
only deletes the shortcut, while
deleting it from the app tray
means that you’re uninstalling
the app. Second, there are no
widgets in the app tray. Third,
if an app isn’t visible in the app
tray, it’s because it’s an app
that isn’t designed to run as an
independent app. Examples are
live wallpapers and themes for
other apps, which are accessed
elsewhere.
To be continued …..
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